
Life insurance is designed to protect your family and other people 
who may depend on you for financial support. Life insurance pays 
a death benefit to the beneficiary of the life insurance policy. 
Over the years, life insurance has also evolved to provide options 
for building wealth or tax-free investments. 

Who Needs Life Insurance FAQ
Is life insurance only for people who have a family to support? 
When should you buy life insurance? We’ll go through these
questions and common scenarios of when life insurance is a good 
idea to buy based on different situations. This list will help you
decide if it’s time for you to contact your financial advisor and 
start looking at your life insurance options.

Do I Need Life Insurance If I Have No Dependents?
There are instances where life insurance can be beneficial even if 
you have no dependents, the most basic of which would be covering 
your own funeral expenses. There may be many other reasons too. 
Here are some guidelines to help you decide if life insurance is the 
right choice for you:

At What Life Stage Should You Buy Life Insurance?
The first thing you need to know about life insurance is that the 
younger and healthier you are, the less expensive it is.
The Best Life Insurance Choice For You Will Depend On

• Why you want the life insurance (to build wealth, to protect 
assets, provide for your family?)

• What your situation is
• What stage in life you are in (do you have kids, are you in 

school, are you starting a business, buying a home, getting 
married, etc.)

• How old you are
10 Different Situations and Ways You Can Use Life

Insurance
Here is a list of people who might need life insurance at different 
life stages, and why you would want to buy life insurance at these 
stages. This list will help you consider various reasons to purchase 
life insurance and help you figure out if it is time for you to look 
into buying life insurance or not.
 A financial advisor or life insurance representative can 
also help you explore different life insurance options and should 
always be consulted for their professional opinions to help you 
make a choice.

1. Beginning Families
Life insurance should be purchased if you are considering starting 

a family. Your rates will be cheaper now than when you get older 
and your future children will be depending on your income. Learn 
more at Parents: How Much Life Insurance Do You Need?

2. Established Families
If you have a family that depends on you, you need life insurance. 
This does not include only the spouse or partner working outside 
the home. Life insurance also needs to be considered for the 
person working in the home. The costs of replacing someone to 
do domestic chores, home budgeting, and childcare can cause 
significant financial problems for the surviving family. Learn more 
at Parents: How Much Life Insurance Do You Need?

3. Young Single Adults
The reason a single adult would typically need life insurance 
would be to pay for their own funeral costs or if they help support 
an elderly parent or another person they may care for financially.
 You may also consider purchasing life insurance while 
you are young so that by the time you need it, you do not have to 
pay more due to your age. The older you get, the more expensive 
life insurance becomes and you risk being refused if there are 
problems with the life insurance medical exam.
 Otherwise, if one has other sources of money for a funeral 
and has no other persons that depend on their income then life 
insurance would not be a necessity.

4. Homeowners and People With Mortgages or Other 
Debts

If you plan on buying a home with a mortgage, you will be asked if 
you want to purchase mortgage insurance. Buying a life insurance 
policy that would cover your mortgage debt would protect the
interest and avoid you having to buy extra mortgage insurance 
when you buy your first home. 
 Life insurance can be a way of securing that your debts 
are paid off if you die. If you die with debts and no way for your 
estate to pay them, your assets and everything you worked for 
may be lost and will not get passed on to someone you care about. 
Instead, your estate may be left with debt, which could be passed 
to your heirs.

5. Non-Child Working Couples
Both persons in this situation would need to decide if they would 
want life insurance. If both persons are bringing in an income that 
they feel comfortable living on alone if their partner should pass 
away, then life insurance would not be necessary except if they 
wanted to cover their funeral costs
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Debt Relief is here!
We all have the same enemy! This enemy is around every corner just waiting to attack you & defeat you. It starts early in life and the 

enemy makes it easy to buy things. They make it easy to go to college.
By making the choice to open a credit card or take out student loans, those choices turn into habits. When it becomes a habit, it’s easier 

to do again and it is usually done in increasing amounts. The enemy knows this which is why they continue to offer you even more credit 
cards and other things like car loans.

Once a habit is formed, it becomes automatic! You don’t think about it, it just happens & you spiral into debt.
Soon, being in debt & continuing the cycle becomes your identity. It’s who you are & you’re stuck. It has become your nature!

Let us help you “break the chain”. The enemy wants to lock you up and make money off of you.
Call us to learn how we can show you how to get out of debt in 9 years or less including your mortgage & student loans without spending 

any additional money. We’re here to be your chain breaker. How you think is everything. 
Warm Regards,

Ed, Kara & Alexa



 But, maybe in some instances one working spouse
contributes more to the income or would want to leave their 
significant other in a better financial position, then as long as 
purchasing a life insurance policy would not be a financial burden, 
it could be an option. For a low-cost life insurance option look into 
Term Life Insurance or consider first-to-die life insurance policies 
where you pay for only one policy and the death benefit goes to the 
first to die. 
6. People Who Have Life Insurance Through Their Work
If you have life insurance through your work, you should still 
buy your own life insurance policy. The reason you should never 
only rely on life insurance at work is that you could lose your job, 
or decide to change jobs and once you do that, you lose that life 
insurance policy. It is not strategically sound to leave your life 
insurance at the hands of an employer. The older you get the more 
expensive your life insurance becomes. You are better off buying 
a small backup policy to make sure that you always have some life 
insurance, even if you lose your job.

7. Business Partners and Business Owners
If you have a business partner or own a business and there are 
people relying on you, you can consider purchasing a separate life 
insurance policy for the purpose of your business obligations. 

8. Buying Life Insurance on Your Parents 
Most people don’t think of this as a strategy, buy it has been used 
and can be a smart thing to do. Life insurance on your parents 
secures a death benefit to you if you put yourself as the beneficiary 
of the policy you take out on them. If you are paying their
premiums you will want to make sure you make yourself an
irrevocable beneficiary to secure your investment.This way when 
your parents die, you secure the amount of the life insurance policy. 
If you do this while your parents are young enough, it may be a 
financially sound investment.
 You may also want to protect your own financial stability 
by looking at buying long-term care for them as well or suggesting 
they look into it. Often when parents fall ill as they get older the 
financial burden on their children is enormous. These two options 
may provide financial protection that you might not have
otherwise thought of.

9. Life Insurance for Children
Most people would suggest that children do not need life insurance 
because they have no dependents and in the event of their death, 
although it would be devastating, life insurance would not be 
beneficial.

3 Reasons to Buy Life Insurance For Children 
If you worry about your children eventually getting an illness. 
Some families have concerns about their children’s long-term 
health due to hereditary risks. If parents fear that eventually, this 
may make them uninsurable later in life, then they could consider 
buying their children life insurance so they don’t worry about 
failing medical exams later when they need life insurance for their 
own families. Some people look at critical illness insurance for 
children as well.
 Some people purchase life insurance for children as 

they reach early adulthood to help them get a head start on life. A 
permanent life insurance policy may be a way to build savings for 
them and give them an opportunity to have a life insurance policy 
that pays for itself by the time they have a family of their own, or 
if they want to use the cash portion to borrow against for a major 
purchase. Life insurance for children may be purchased as a gift to 
them.
 If you would want to receive some sort of death benefit to 
help you deal with the death of a child and cover funeral expenses 
if something were to happen to them. The loss of a child is
devastating and although children do not provide financial
support, they play an important role in the family and their loss 
can have effects on many levels.The loss may make it very difficult 
for you to work, and you may suffer financial losses, require
psychological help, or require help with surviving children as a 
result of their passing. 
 Children, for the most part, do not need life insurance, 
but if it is part of a strategy, life insurance for children may be 
something you consider for the above reasons. Always weigh the 
option of the above reasons with the other possibilities of savings 
or insurance you could consider for your kids.

10. Life Insurance In Retirement or in Senior Years
As long as you do not have people depending on your income for 
support, purchasing a new life insurance policy at this stage in life 
may not be necessary, unless you do not have any other means to 
pay for your funeral expenses or decide you want to leave money 
as a legacy. However at this stage in life costs would be high and 
you would have to pass a medical exam in many circumstances.

Life Insurance Strategy in Retirement
One useful thing about life insurance if you are older, is the tax 
savings element if you want to preserve the value of your estate. 
You should speak with an estate attorney or financial planner to 
understand if buying life insurance in your later years may provide 
tax benefits. Purchasing a life insurance policy at this age can be 
very expensive. You may want to consider converting an existing 
policy into the type of policy that best works for your current 
situation instead.
Life Insurance as a Strategy to Protect and Build Wealth

When you buy life insurance you are looking to protect the
lifestyle of your family or dependents if you should die. 
 If this is your primary goal then low-cost life insurance 
may be a good starting point for you. 
 You might also look at it as a way to build your or your 
family’s wealth either through potential tax advantages or if you 
want to leave money as a legacy, like in the case of  Survivorship 
life insurance.
 You may also buy life insurance as a way to secure your 
own financial stability, in the case of whole life insurance, or 
universal life insurance policies that also offer cash values and 
investments. These types of policies, along with survivorship life 
insurance policies also offer the potential of borrowing money 
from your life insurance policy.
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“Honesty is the first chapter 
in the book of wisdom.”

Thomas Jefferson

What 5 letter word typed in all
capital letters can be read the same 

upside down?

Can you answer this riddle?

answer on page 4!

Life Insurance cont. 
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A Bucket Plan to Go with Your Bucket List
A way to help you prepare.

The baby boomers redefined everything they touched, from music 
to marriage to parenting and even what “old” means – 60 is the 
new 50! Longer, healthier living, however, can put greater stress 
on the sustainability of retirement assets.
 There is no easy answer to this challenge, but let’s begin 
by discussing one idea – a bucket approach to building your
retirement income plan.

The Bucket Strategy can take two forms.
The Expenses Bucket Strategy: With this approach, you
segment your retirement expenses into three buckets:
* Basic Living Expenses – food, rent, utilities, etc.
* Discretionary Expenses – vacations, dining out, etc.
* Legacy Expenses – assets for heirs and charities
 This strategy pairs appropriate investments to each 
bucket. For instance, Social Security might be assigned to the 
Basic Living Expenses bucket. If this source of income falls short, 
you might consider whether a fixed annuity can help fill the gap. 
With this approach, you are attempting to match income sources 
to essential expenses.1

 The guarantees of an annuity contract depend on the 
issuing company’s claims-paying ability. Annuities have contract
limitations, fees, and charges, including account and
administrative fees, underlying investment management fees, 
mortality and expense fees, and charges for optional benefits. 
Most annuities have surrender fees that are usually highest if 
you take out the money in the initial years of the annuity contact. 
Withdrawals and income payments are taxed as ordinary income. 
If a withdrawal is made prior to age 59½, a 10% federal income 
tax penalty may apply (unless an exception applies).
 For the Discretionary Expenses bucket, you might 
consider investing in top-rated bonds and large-cap stocks that offer 
the potential for growth and have a long-term history of paying 
a steady dividend. The market value of a bond will fluctuate with 
changes in interest rates. As rates fall, the value of existing bonds 
typically drop. If an investor sells a bond before maturity, it may 
be worth more or less than the initial purchase price. By holding 
a bond to maturity an investor will receive the interest payments 
due, plus their original principal, barring default by the issuer. 
Investments seeking to achieve higher yields also involve a higher 
degree of risk. Keep in mind that the return and principal value 
of stock prices will fluctuate as market conditions change. And 
shares, when sold, may be worth more or less than their original 
cost. Dividends on common stock are not fixed and can be
decreased or eliminated on short notice.
Finally, if you have assets you expect to pass on, you might 

position some of them in more aggressive investments, such as 
small-cap stocks and international equity. Asset allocation is an 
approach to help manage investment risk. Asset allocation does 
not guarantee against investment loss.
 International investments carry additional risks, which 
include differences in financial reporting standards, currency 
exchange rates, political risk unique to a specific country, foreign 
taxes and regulations, and the potential for illiquid markets. These 
factors may result in greater share price volatility.
The Timeframe Bucket Strategy: This approach creates 
buckets based on different timeframes and assigns investments to 
each. For example:
* 1 to 5 Years: This bucket funds your near-term expenses. It may 
be filled with cash and cash alternatives, such as money market 
accounts. Money market funds are considered low-risk securities 
but they are not backed by any government institution, so it’s 
possible to lose money. Money held in money market funds is not 
insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation or any other government agency. Money market 
funds seek to preserve the value of your investment at $1.00 a 
share. However, it is possible to lose money by investing in a money 
market fund. Money market mutual funds are sold by prospectus. 
Please consider the charges, risks, expenses, and investment 
objectives carefully before investing. A prospectus containing 
this and other information about the investment company can be 
obtained from your financial professional. Read it carefully before 
you invest or send money.
* 6 to 10 Years: This bucket is designed to help replenish the funds 
in the 1-to-5-Years bucket. Investments might include a diversified, 
intermediate, top-rated bond portfolio. Diversification is an
approach to help manage investment risk. It does not eliminate 
the risk of loss if security prices decline.
* 11 to 20 Years: This bucket may be filled with investments such 
as large-cap stocks, which offer the potential for growth.
* 21 or More Years: This bucket might include longer-term
investments, such as small-cap and international stocks.

Each bucket is set up to be replenished by the next longer-term 
bucket. This approach can offer flexibility to provide replenishment at 
more opportune times. For example, if stock prices move higher, 
you might consider replenishing the 6-to-10-Years bucket, even 
though it’s not quite time.
 A bucket approach to pursue your income needs is not 
the only way to build an income strategy, but it’s one strategy to 
consider as you prepare for retirement.



Quarterly Economic Data for Q3 2019
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Riddle answer:

Quarter in Brief

Domestic Economic Health

Summer doldrums? Not exactly. The third quarter brought a number of attention-getting events, and while investors took 
some cues from them in the short term, Wall Street’s confidence remained – the S&P 500 rose 1.19% in Q3. The abrupt 
devaluation of the Chinese yuan shocked traders, and shifting Treasury yields also made headlines. Trade negotiations 
between the U.S. and China broke down, but as the quarter ended, it looked like they would resume in the fall. 
Manufacturing was giving mixed signals, both here and abroad, breeding concerns about the health of the global economy. 
Both the Federal Reserve and the European Central Bank took steps to ease monetary policy.1 

Wall Street and Main Street had plenty to think about in the quarter. Trade remained the big issue, with China and the 
U.S. amplifying their ongoing dispute. On August 1, the U.S. announced tariffs on an additional $300 billion of Chinese 
products – some would be effective September 1; others, effective by December 15. Four days later, China devalued its 
main currency, the yuan, to a level unseen in 11 years – a move that immediately sent U.S. stocks 3% lower. (Devaluing the 
yuan made Chinese goods cheaper for buyers paying for them in dollars, effectively offsetting the impact of U.S. tariffs.)2,3 

On August 23, China unveiled a plan to put new tariffs on $75 billion of U.S. goods, threatening to place import taxes as 
high as 43% on cars and trucks exported from America. Just hours later, the White House announced that current and 
planned tariffs on Chinese goods would increase by 5%. September was less acrimonious: China stated that it would 
remove 16 U.S. products from its tariff list, and the White House said that it would delay the new tariffs on Chinese goods 
planned for October 1 until October 15. Late in the month, word came that trade representatives from both nations would 
resume talks on October 10.2,4

On August 15, traders took note of another development: the yield of the 2-year Treasury bond exceeded the yield of the 
10-year Treasury bond for the first time since 2007. In past years, this has sometimes signaled an oncoming interruption 
in U.S. economic expansion. Longer-term Treasuries commonly have higher yields than shorter-term Treasuries; when 
the opposite is true, it indicates that domestic and foreign investors have less optimism in their economic outlook. (Bond 
yields often fall when bond prices rise, and vice versa.)5

The Federal Reserve lowered the country’s short-term interest rate by a quarter-point on September 18, to a range of 
1.75% to 2.00%. Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell, speaking to the media after the decision, called the outlook for 
the U.S. economy “favorable.” At the same time, he noted “a lot of uncertainty” surrounding the near-term economy and 

SWIMS
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the Fed’s monetary policy views. An updated dot-plot forecast came with the latest policy statement; the Fed uses this tool 
to try and project the cost of borrowing money in the future, i.e., where the benchmark interest rate may be. The dot-plot 
showed that while seven Fed officials thought at least one more interest rate cut would happen before 2020 arrived, ten 
others did not.6 

Fundamental indicators were a mixed bag. Employers hired 130,000 net new workers in August, according to the Department 
of Labor; that was a drop from July job creation levels, and it reduced the monthly average for 2019 to 158,000. In both 
July and August, unemployment was at 3.7%; the U-6 rate, which counts the underemployed and unemployed, was at 
7.0% in July, 7.2% a month later. U.S. manufacturing activity also slowed in both August and September, according to the 
Institute for Supply Management; the September slowdown was the sharpest monthly contraction since June 2009.7,8

Consumer spending rose by 0.5% in July, then just 0.1% in August, according to the Bureau of Economic Analysis. Retail 
sales were up 0.8% in July and another 0.4% a month later. (The BEA also concluded that the economy had grown 2.0% in 
the second quarter.) Consumer prices were advancing at 1.7% annually through August.9 

The Conference Board’s Consumer Confidence Index rose to a (revised) mark of 135.8 in the quarter, but fell to 125.1 in its 
final Q3 reading (September). The University of Michigan’s Consumer Sentiment Index was at 98.4 in July, but 93.2 by 
September.10,11

Factory activity slowed in some of the world’s larger economies. By September, the Markit factory purchasing manager 
indices (PMIs) for the euro area, the United Kingdom, Russia, Mexico, Germany, and Japan were all under 50, meaning 
the manufacturing sectors in those economies were shrinking rather than growing. There was also a positive development, 
however: the JPMorgan Global Manufacturing PMI rose twice, to 49.5 in August and 49.7 in September.12,13

The European Central Bank made two moves in the quarter to try and stimulate the euro area economy. The ECB took 
its overnight deposit rate to a record low of -0.5%, and it also announced another round of monetary stimulus, stating 
it would buy €20 billion in bonds per month, beginning in November. Lawmakers in the United Kingdom continued to 
argue over the path toward Brexit; in August, new Prime Minister Boris Johnson moved to suspend Parliament for several 
weeks in September and October, a move ruled unconstitutional a month later by the country’s highest court. Johnson
refused to resign despite pressure to do so. He claimed the U.K. would make its Brexit from the European Union by 
October 31, as scheduled, though some analysts worried that it might be a “hard” one, with no trade deal with the E.U. in 
place.14,15 

China’s industrial output faltered in the quarter. It slowed to a 4.8% pace in July, which became 4.4% in August. Both 
numbers were 17-year lows. Year-over-year retail sales had grown by 7.5% through August, also representing a decline. 
The People’s Bank of China enacted some strategies in Q3 in response to this disappointing data. Besides devaluing the 
yuan, China reduced capital reserve requirements for its banks in the quarter and set new, pro-growth standards for
commercial lending.16
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